
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – 14 April 2008 
 
 

ELFAA welcomes clickair as a new member 
 
 

BRUSSELS - The European Low Fares Airline Association (ELFAA) today 
announces a new airline member, clickair, bringing the membership to a total of 11 
airlines. 
 
John Hanlon, Secretary General of ELFAA, said: 
 
“We are delighted to announce this excellent addition to our membership. clickair is 
one of the key players in Europe’s low fares airline market, and will add significant 
weight to ELFAA as a representative body of low fares airlines and their customers. 
The extension of the ELFAA airline representation to the important Spanish market 
will further strengthen ELFAA’s constituency and help ensure that the interests of low 
fares airlines and their customers are taken into account in regulatory decisions 
impacting our sector.” 
 
Alex Cruz, Chief Executive Officer of clickair, said: 
 
“Spain is one of the most dynamic LFA markets in Europe and clickair is Spain’s 
largest, most dynamic and most innovative LFA. With 7.2 million passengers 
forecast for 2008, we feel we can contribute valuable perspectives to ELFAA and, in 
return, receive the benefit of forming part of the organisation that represents the 
industry’s fastest growing and most forward looking segment”.  
 
 
Notes to the editor: 

 
clickair is based in Barcelona’s El Prat Airport. Founded in late 2006, Spain’s leading Low 
Fares Airline has grown at an incredibly fast pace. It plans to carry over 7 million passengers 
by the end of this year, which will be done over 54 routes to 45 cities in Spain, Continental 
Europe, the British Isles, North Africa and the Middle East. 
 
ELFAA airline members include: easyJet, Flybe, Myair, Norwegian Air, Ryanair, Sky Europe, 
Sterling, Sverige Flyg, Transavia, WizzAir. 
 
ELFAA members carried over 120 Million passengers in 2007, using a combined fleet of 
some 500 of the most technologically-advanced, environmentally-efficient aircraft. 
 
Low Fares Airlines constitute some 30% of scheduled intra-European traffic. 
 

Register at www.elfaa.com  

to receive ELFAA press releases and newsletters as they become available 

 


